The Galway Reel (Progressive)
A 2 x 32 bar reel for trio facing trio longways progressive.
Redevised by Terry O'Neal

(8) **Advance & Turn Back.**
(4) Advance, Pass Through and Turn Back.
(4) Repeat to place.

(8) **All 6 Circle** Left and back to the Right.

(8) **Arches:** As in the traditional dance except that after the middles pass under the arch they dance around each other by the Right shoulder. (If convenient, they may dance through the opposite arch too.)

(16) **Heys for 3.**
(8) Hey for 3 on your own side.
(8) Hey for 3 across the set.
   Middles out to their Right, ends turn out and around to start. Middles give a Left shoulder to their 1st corner.
   Their partner on their Right follows them in the hey.

(16) **Circles & Arches** in trios.
(8) **Advance & Retire, Advance & Pass Through** (progression).

**Caller's Notes for The Galway Reel Progressive:**

(8) **Advance & Turn Back.**

(8) **Circle.**

(8) **Arches.**

(16) **Heys for 3.**

(16) **Circles & Arches.**

(8) **Advance & Retire, Advance & Pass Through** (progression).